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ATAC Rendezvous Canada 2017  
Attendee Feedback Report 

May 18, 2017 
By Dené Sinclair, Director of Marketing 

 
 
A brief survey was sent out to the ATAC members who attended RVC2017. Survey can be 
found at https://goo.gl/forms/lTOTfjXhxRokfFgX2  
 
1. 25 responses out of 41 invited organizations 
2. 24% stated their company was attending for first time 
3. 52% attended RVC for their first time 

 

 
 

4. 80% rated RVC2017 as 9 or 10 out of 10.  

 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/forms/lTOTfjXhxRokfFgX2
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5. 76% will sign contracts as a direct result of RVC2017 for a total value around $840,000 

 
 

6. Most popular countries of interest are Canada (88%), followed by Germany and USA (each 
at 80%), China (76%) and UK (72%).  

 

 
 

7. Suggestions to improve include more networking between ATAC members, more (and 
better) communication and interaction with buyers, and training on how to sell to the 
trade. 
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8. Quotes:  
“I had the great opportunity to sit at the ATAC table and see how the process went, to hear 
how Dene explained Aboriginal Businesses across the country to the various people during 
appointments. That alone was priceless, and I saw how incredibly beneficial it was to attend 
ATAC, it is something that I feel will benefit my company in the future, and just seeing this 
entire event makes me realize I need to ensure my company attends next year!”  

~Brenda Holder, Mahikan Trails 
 
“Attending as part of the ATAC contingent means having the support and connections of the 
amazing people from ATAC. It also shows just how much interest there is from the international 
community for Aboriginal Tourism products. I also really enjoy learning about the other ATAC 
members and the incredible things they are doing.” 

 ~ Michelle Lawson, Spirit Bear Lodge 
 
“It was great to be a part of the Aboriginal showcase. Being a stand alone Aboriginal pavilion 
allowed us to highlight not only our diverse BC experiences but the diversity for First Nations 
people across Canada.”  

   ~ Teresa Ryder, Aboriginal Tourism BC 
 
“ATAC has allowed indigenous tourism businesses to create a community of like-minded 
indigenous people across Canada. This is a special connection that unites us, and makes us 
stronger.”   

    ~ Sea Wolf Adventures 
 
“The 2017 RVC in Calgary opened many new doors for Aboriginal / Indigenous tourism across 
Canada and around the world. For the first time our people were given due respect, inclusion 
and recognition in a mainstream market like tourism with the support of national organizations. 
Our national partners really did their job in terms of doing what they said they would do and 
our Aboriginal businesses and organizations came prepared and ready to do business. There are 
so many opportunities out there and we just have to keep pushing the development of local 
community, regional and national capacity.”  

 ~Robert Bernard, ATAC Chair 
 
“I started in tourism just Sept 2015 and as a newbie it was wonderful to know there is an 
Indigenous group to attend these type of events with. As a First Nation it can be challenging to 
be in an environment of being labeled but as a group it there is something very special about it. 
It reduced the anxiety of labelling. Thank you for all you do for our First s Nations. You all are 
outstanding. Keep up the wonderful work :)”  

 ~ Eeyou Istchee Baie-James 
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“It’s very important for us we get the opportunity to re connect with Key accounts, continue 
developing secondary and prospect for new business. It’s also a great time to get new ideas for 
product development. Thanks for all you hard work its greatly appreciated and understand the 
amount of work that goes into organizing this!”     

 ~ Squamish Lil'wat Cultural Center 
 
“Aboriginal Tourism being showcased on a world scale is empowering and educating to witness, 
because we are in the drivers seat of our businesses, organizations, and centres, it ensures that 
our culture, customs and traditions are shared in the most respectful and honourable way. 
Thank you to the entire ATAC team for a wonderful first time experience. I look forward to 
developing a long standing relationship and continue to promote Aboriginal Tourism!” 
      ~ Tamara Littlelight, Grey Eagle Resort and Casino 
 
“Our attendance at RVC would not be possible without the generous support from ATAC. We 
are now able to reach a much larger market due to this attendance. Additional revenues from 
these tour providers then in turn allows us to offer even more dynamic and varied cultural 
experiences. We love working with Dene and her team. Her experience in this market has 
turned into very valuable insight for us. ”   

  ~Andrew MacDonald, Wanuskewin Heritage Park 
 
“Gave opportunities to Nunavummiut Tourism companies , with tangible results. Thank you and 
looking forward to build partnership together !” 
      ~ Nancy Guyon, Destination Nunavut 
 
“It gives us exposure to many tour operators in a short time. Thank you for subsidizing the 
registration fee. We would like to attend next year. ” 

    ~ Samatha Rullin, HaiCo [Haida House / HaiCo] 
 
“One Heart-One Mind-One Country. It provided a great focus on Indigenous tourism that 
buyers are really looking for. The unified approach was excellent and much better than the 
alternative of grouping with our home provinces. Well done and looking forward to RVC 2018 in 
Halifax as part of the ATAC contingent! Great show and great hosts....”   
      ~ Frank Antoine & Rhys Laug - Quaaout Lodge 
 
“RVC was an amazing experience and we would love to return to the one in Halifax 2018” 
       ~ Sidney Whale Watching 
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“Awesome location - many were jealous of us. Without ATAC support, we simply would not be 
able to attend and reach the international marketplace. We look forward to next year! 

 ~ Jeff Provost, East Inc. 
 
“Attending RVC allows our company to grow, and gain the reach necessary for growth. It also 
provided insight into what gaps our company has to fill to meet the needs of prospective 
buyers. Meeting with buyers also showed me what they value in terms of doing business 
together. It was a great learning experience in terms of "on-the-job" training, and I'm excited to 
have returned to the office with focused direction.” 

 ~ Naomi Mishibinijima, Wikwemikong Tourism  


